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Torqueflite A-727 Transmission Handbook: How to Rebuild Or 
Modify Chrysler's ...

 By Carl H. Munroe

http://books.google.com/books?id=IjnczMjW46QC&pg=PA39&lpg=PA39&dq=727+rebuild
+torque+converter+on+shaft&source=web&ots=1ntxPw2gSE&sig=NwWw3gdh2Z-
h9mPgkrn2SbWpk0k&hl=en&sa=X&oi=book_result&resnum=2&ct=result#PPP1,M1

Subject: How To Rebuild your Automatic Transmission Part I.
http://www.wagoneers.com/FSJ/tech/Transmissions/howto-AT.html

Date: Wed, 3 Sep 1997 13:26:50 -0400 (EDT)
From: Mark Wallace (redgator@bu.edu)
To: Big Jeep List 

Subject: How To Rebuild your Automatic 
Transmission Part I. 

Okay, here it is as promised, I'll get the pictures in the mail to John in
a few days. It's pretty long so I'll separate it over a few days. 

Preliminary thoughts:

 

1. Automatic Transmissions have a lot of parts, and are not exactly
simple, If rebuilding a carburator or an engine represents a substantial
challenge for you you may be better of going to a non-AAMCO transmission
shop. On the other hand rebuilding an automatic transmission is definitely
within the realm of what a good ametuer mechanic can expect to do
correctly. 

2. Cleanliness is of utmost importance. Any place where there is wind and
dust and dirt is probably unacceptable. I used the kitchen table after
coving it with first some plastic garbage bags and then some masking
paper. I had some newspaper down too. 

3. More likely you will have to buy some tools, and it is not entirely
unlikely that those will be expensive tools. Of course keep in mind that
my taste in tools tends toward quality name brands, and that you'll
probably end up with at least a few new tools that you'll never know how
you did without. I tried to include tools used in the pictures whenever I
could. 

4. You will need a good manual. I used a factory Jeep shop manual for the
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81 model year. This particular manual actually has the same cover graphic
as the owners manual so it's a pretty cool relic too. I'm writing this how
to mainly so that anyone considering this undertaking can get a good idea
of what they are getting into from an ametuer's perspective. 

5. I am not an expert on this subject. I rebuilt one transmission (a
Torqueflyte 727, but I'm sure the TH-400 is similar) and it made it across
the country without incident. Had it failed along the way I don't think
that I could have witten a workable how to. 

With that in mind it's time to break out the tools and get dirty. 

 TRANSMISSION REMOVAL 

1. Transmission Removal: There are a couple of ways to go about doing
this, and the various methods probably can be best chosen according to
what other work has to be done on the Jeep. Basically what I did was drop
the transfer case and remove it out the bottom, unbolt the engine mounts,
unbolt the transmission from the crossmember and then unbolt the
crossmember from the frame. I then pulled the engine and transmission as a
single unit following the transmission with a bucket to catch the fluid.
(With the stock tranny pan no matter what you are going to make a mess
with the tranny fluid) I then set the transmission on an overturned five
gallon bucket and divorced the engine and transmission. If you plan to
save your torque converter (more later) you want to try and hold it on the
transmission for the time being so that you don't beat up anything
important. After the transmission is out the entire transmission should be
set in a bucket with the tailshaft assembly pointed down to drain the
remainder of the transmission fluid out. 

 TORQUE CONVERTER REMOVAL 

2. Torque Converter Removal: With the transmission divorced from the
engine pull the torque converter straight out. Set it someplace safe even
if you don't plan on re-using it as there will probably be a core charge
for the replacement torque converter. 

 TRANSMISSION PAN REMOVAL 

3. Transmission Oil Pan Removal: With the transmission upside down, unbolt
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the pan. The pan may need to be pried off. Note whether RTV has been used
to glue on the pan. (AAMCO did use RTV to glue on my pan, which is 100%
incorrect. Automatic transmission fluid will disolve RTV, so consequently
I found a substantial amount of RTV stuck to the transmission filter, and
floating around in the bottom of the pan.) Look for an excessive amount of
particulate matter. If there is a lot plan on replacing the torque
converter. 

 VALVE BODY REMOVAL 

4. Valve Body: As soon as the pan is off you can see the valve body. This
is the hydraulic brain for the automatic transmission. It is full of
sliding valves, springs, and check balls. (If AAMCO rebuilt your
transmission last it is probably also full of particulate matter, which is
not correct. Judging from the dirt that I cleaned out of the valve body
I don't think AAMCO had ever even had it apart). Rebuilding the valve body
is fairly straight forward, but first it has to be removed from the
transmission. It is held on by a few bolts on each end and has the park
lock rod attached to the manual shift detent by an e-clip. you can remove
the whole valve body without removing the park lock rod from the valve
body and the park lock rod just slides out. 

 REBUILDING THE VALVE BODY 

5. Rebuilding The Valve Body: This is no more complex that taking the
valve body apart, cleaning it carefully, and putting it back together,
except for one detail: The valve body for the 727 has 106 different parts
and they all look more or less the same. This is where the manual really
starts to help. What I did is I laid each part on the paper on my table,
drew a box around it, labeled what it was, and then proceeded to do the
next part. When I was cleaning the parts I made a new piece of paper so
that I did not have to set the clean parts back into the dirt that I had
just washed off. I cleaned the parts in a plastic dishwashing tub in paint
thinner, which is not the best solvent because it leaves a residue, but it
worked okay for me. Safety Clean, or brake cleaner would be better. It is
also important not to used either shop towels or paper products to clean
the valve budy (or any part of the transmission for that matter because
any lint left in mechanisms can cause problems later). When everything is
clean and dry reassemble the valve body in reverse order torquing
everything to proper spec. (You'll need a torque wrench that reads in
inch-lbs.)

 MEASURE ENDPLAY 

6. Rotating Assembly Endplay Measurement: Both the input shaft and output
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shaft endplay need to be measured before the rotating mass is
disassembled. This is because a selective thrust washer is used to
determine endplay and it needs to be determined whether the selective
thrust washer needs to be replaced. (In my case The endplay was way out of
spec and by replacing the selective thrust washer with the thickest thrust
washer available I was just barely able to get it back into spec. Once
again this is something that AAMCO should not have screwed up) The manual
says to use a dial indicator, but I was able to use a straightedge and a
dial caliper. Once again the endplay spec is in the manual. 

 TAILSHAFT ASSEMBLY REMOVAL 

7. Tailshaft Assembly Removal and Contents: On the rear of the
transmission there is a short (as in maybe about eight inches in length)
aluminum housing that adapts the transmission to the transfer case. It
also houses the park sprag, the governor, a ball bearing, a seal, and some
of the output shaft. Remove the six bolts that hold the tailshaft assembly
to the main case and slide the tailshaft assembly off. The ball bearing
should fall out, and the seal can be removed with a punch and a ball peen
hammer (or a seal pusher if you have one). The governor is a small valve
assembly that is held on the output shaft with a pin that goes through the
output shaft. The governor is bolted to the park sprag which rides on a
spline on the output shaft. Once this is all apart clean it and reassemble
it. 

Mark Wallace
81 Wagoneer
Boston MA

http://www.colorado4x4.org/vbb/showthread.php?p=1068747
The TF 999 was used in CJs from 1980-1986 only with the I6 and V8 engine. It was also used in 
1984-1990 SJs and J pickups with the 4.2L engine, in the YJ from 1987-1991 with the 2.5L and 
4.2L engine, and in the XJ in 1991 with the 2.5L engine. A modern version of the 999 continues 
to be used in Wrangler YJs and TJs to this day with the I6 engine.
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http://www.autozone.com/selectedZip,8052/initialAction,partProductDetail/initialpartType,
00809/initialR,APP919771/shopping/selectZip.htm

Torque Converter
 Atc-Pro-King / Transmission Torque Converter

 for a 

  

About this product:
Part Number: CR25L
Weight: 30.3 lbs.
Warranty: 1 YR 
Application: 24 spline

Low stall
Note: Non lockup

*** Call 1-800-268-2368 for 
application verification and delivery 
time before ordering *** 

Pricing:
Unit Price: $89.99

*Core Value: $35.00
Total Price: $124.99

Availability:
Store: Visit your local store to special order. 

Online: Ships within 3-5 business days 

Shipping Restrictions:
• Overnight and two-day shipping are not available for PO 

Box, APO /FPO or US Territory addresses 
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http://www.autozone.com/R,APP919934/vehicleId,/initialAction,partProductDetail/store,
5268/partType,00809/shopping/partProductDetail.htm

Transmission Torque Converter
 Atc-Pro-King / Transmission Torque Converter

 for a 

  

About this product:
Part Number: CR55H
Weight: 33.3 lbs.
Warranty: 1 YR 
Application: 23 spline

High stall
Note: Lockup

No ring gear *** Call 
1-800-268-2368 for 
application verification and 
delivery time before ordering 
*** 

Pricing:
Unit Price: $118.99

*Core Value: $40.00
Total Price: $158.99
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http://www.partsamerica.com/ProductDetail.aspx?
MfrCode=SAG&MfrPartNumber=CR25L&PartType=673&PTSet=A

Pro King W/a727 Transmission; 11" Diameter; 24 
Splines; 1.81" Pilot; Slotted Hub; 4 Lug Mount; 

Wide Ring Gear (130 Teeth), Low Stall, 120 Gram 
Butterfly Weight, Bolt Circle 10"

Part Number: CR25L
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For Your Vehicle

Vehicle: 1986 JEEP J20
Engine: V8 5.9 Liter 2BBL

Reman.; Non-Lockup; w/A727 Transmission; 
11" Diameter; 24 Splines; 1.81" Pilot; Slotted 

Hub; 4 Lug Mount; Wide Ring Gear (130 
Teeth); To ID Look For Triangular "Low Stall" 
Decal, 120 Gram Butterfly Weight, Bolt Circle 

10" 

See all vehicles this product fits 

http://www.autozone.com/servlet/UiBroker?ForwardPage=az/customer_service/shopping_at_autozone/warranty.jsp


Pro King W/a727 Transmission; 11" Diameter; 23 
Splines; 1.81" Pilot; Slotted Hub; 4 Lug Mount; 

No Ring Gear, High Stall, Bolt Circle 10"
Part Number: CR55H

http://www.partsamerica.com/productdetail.aspx?
MfrCode=SAG&MfrPartNumber=CR55H&PartType=673&PTSet=A
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(click image for full-size view)

For Your Vehicle

Vehicle: 1986 JEEP J20
Engine: V8 5.9 Liter 2BBL

Reman.; Lockup; w/A727 Transmission; 11" 
Diameter; 23 Splines; 1.81" Pilot; Slotted Hub; 
4 Lug Mount; No Ring Gear; High Stall, To ID 
Look For "HS Lock Up" Decal; Bolt Circle 10" 

See all vehicles this product fits 

javascript:popGuide('SAG',%20'CR25L');
http://www.partsamerica.com/BrandCategories.aspx?MfrCode=SAG
javascript:popImage('http://www.partsamerica.com/product_images/aap/sag/cr25l_fro.jpg',%20'Pro+King%20CR25L');


http://www.allpar.com/mopar/transmissions/identifying-
torqueflites.html

Tannon Weber’s guide to identifying and exchanging 
TorqueFlite automatic transmissions

Important: contributions from Allpar readers are leading Tannon to make 

revisions to this page. A final version is expected — please wait ! Any input 

you may have would be appreciated via our change form. We are aware that 

there are many, um, imprecise statements on this page. 

The following might prove useful to people looking for information on their 

RWD Torqueflite transmissions. I know that it applies to Chrysler application 

transmissions, but I don't know it applies to the Torqueflites that were sold to 

AMC or other OEMs:

A727 transmissions from their inception until 1966 have 19 splines on the 

input shaft. Nonlockup 727 transmissions from 1967 onward have 24 splines. 

Lockup 727 transmissions that debuted in 1978 had 23 splines. 

Not all 727 transmissions made after 1978 were lockup; specifically towing 

package 727 transmissions commonly were nonlockup, and would have the 

'67onward 24 spline input shaft. The A518 overdrive also has 23 splines. The 

output shaft has 29 splines.

A904 transmissions from their inception until 1967 have 18 splines in the 

input shaft. Nonlockup transmissions from 1968 have 27 splines. 

Lockup 904 transmissions appeared in 1978, and have 26 splines. A500 

overdrive transmissions also have 26 splines. The output shaft has 25 splines.
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If in doubt, count the splines. It saves a lot of headache and stress later on 

when you might otherwise discover that you have the wrong torque converter 

or drive shaft yoke.

The 904 and 727 don't have a common dust shield. The 904 uses a 10.75" 

converter. The 727 used either a 10.75" or an 11.75" converter, so the bell 

housing is larger at the bottom and deeper at both the top and the bottom. The 

starter ring gear is also larger. 

The starter itself mounts in a slightly different position as well, so things like 

headers might work on one and not work on the other. If you're converting 

from a 904 to a 727, at the time this was written the dealer carried 727 dust 

shields for around $25.

For small blocks, 360 engines and some 318 engines of the LA family are 

externally balanced. They use specific balance weights on the torque converter, 

and are not the same between the 318 and the 360. The 340 engines in 1972 

and 1973 used cast cranks, and thus used their own unique externally

balanced torque converters also. (Allan) 

The 5.9 Magnum engines are also externally balanced, but don't use the same 

balance weights as their preMagnum counterpart, so torque converters from 

the late seventies and eighties 360 will hook up but not balance properly on 

the Magnum motors. For big blocks, the 400 is externally balanced as well, so 

it should have its own particular set of balance weights. 

Rick Ehrenberg wrote: “All 318 (5.2l) engines  Magnum, SMPI, or carbureted 

 are internally balanced, therefore there are no torqueconverter / flex plate 

swap problems.”

http://www.pirate4x4.com/forum/showthread.php?p=8325349
I do know the quickest way to check is to pull the convertor and look at the input shaft. If there 
is a machined nub on the end, like where a pilot bushing would ride, then it's a lock up. If it's 
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splined all the way with no machined nub, then it's a non lock-up. Know jeep, anything is 
possible. AMC used 727s for years in the cars starting in '71. I would bet most if not all were 
non-lockup up until the emmisions and fuel economy regs started setting in. On the other 
hand, the last three 727s I pulled from later Grand Waggys all had lock-up convertors.

http://www.technicalvideos.com/what_year_727.phtml

What Year and Type Is My 727?

Figure 1
Input shaft of 727
(non-lockup style)

Figure 2
Input shaft of A727

 

The 727 (nonlockup style) was built 

from 1962 and on. Notice how the 

splines go to the end of the shaft (see 

Fig. 1 on left). The 727, nonlockup style, 

is preferred for performance building.

The A727 (lockup style) was built from 

19781993. The A727 uses a torque 

converter with an internal clutch. Notice 

the machined area where the clutch 

inside the converter will seal (see Fig. 2 

on left).
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